View-Dependent Character Animation is written by Parag Chaudhuri in English language. Release on 2007-05-15, this book has 133 page count that contain constructive information with easy reading structure. The book was published by Springer Science & Business Media, it is one of the best computers book genre that gave you everything love about reading. You can find View-Dependent Character Animation book with ISBN 9781846285912.
Computer generated 3D animation has matured over the years into a complex art form. Coordinating and presenting the character’s movement in three dimensions to convey a specific idea to the audience requires artistic and technical skills, and often a labourious iterative trial-and-error process to get it right. Creating moving camera character animations in 3D is a multi-faceted computer graphics and computer vision problem. Warranting a formal representation of the moving camera, and efficient algorithms to help author the multitude of character poses required for the animation. It is also necessary to deal with issues pertaining to camera and character pose interpolation and visualization of the association between the two. The solution to this problem has to be efficient and elegant from the perspective of a computer scientist, and make sense and be intuitive to use. This well-researched book contains a large number of example animations to explain and illustrate this versatile technique.

View Dependent Character Animation Related Books

Character Animation Fundamentals
Expand your animation toolkit and remain competitive in the industry with this leading resource for 2D and 3D character animation techniques. Apply the industry's best practices to your own workflows and develop 2D, 3D and hybrid characters with ease. With side by side comparisons of 2D and 3D character design, improve your character animation and master traditional principles and processes including weight and balance, timing and walks. Develop characters inspired by humans, birds, fish, snakes...

Character Animation With Direct3D
Do you want to learn how to make your game characters look and move more realistically? Character Animation with Direct3D shows you how to apply fundamental character animation techniques to Direct3D technology to bring your characters to life. Beginning with a brief history of character animation, you'll be introduced to the most common types of character animation. This book covers skeletal animation, morphing, inverse kinematics, ragdoll animation, and much more. You'll start with a basic 3D c...

Lightwave 3D 8 Character Animation
Companion CD included with exercises and practice scenes! LightWave 3D is one of the most popular 3D packages on the market today, offering the most complete set of tools, the best-looking and fastest out-of-the-box renderer, and one of the most powerful IK engines available. Professional director and animator Timothy Albee updates the best-selling LightWave 3D 7 Character Animation with discussions of advanced animation tools, facial animation, and IK Booster. In addition, he details how to us...

Introducing Character Animation with Blender
Let this in--depth professional book be your guide to Blender, the powerful open--source 3D modeling and animation software that will bring your ideas to life. Using clear step--by--step instruction and pages of real--world examples, expert animator Tony Mullen walks you through the complexities of modeling and animating, with a special focus on characters. From Blender basics to creating facial expressions and emotion to rendering, you'll jump right into the process and learn valuable technique...

Game Character Modeling and Animation with 3ds Max
This book takes you step-by-step through the process of creating a playable 3D character using 3DS Max. Offering a complete overview of the 3D real-time character asset creation pipeline. Yancey Clinton will take you through the five major subjects used in the asset pipeline: 1. 3D modeling, including techniques specifically for both the body and head. 2. Unwrapping a model, which is one of the most misunderstood processes. 3. An overview of creating textures for your Unwrapped chararacter usi...
Unity 4 Character Animation with Mecanim

A comprehensive guide, featuring step-by-step practical tutorials using sample assets, showing you how to build fully controllable characters and non-player characters/enemies. If you are a Unity developer looking to get to grips with the character animation specific tools, a 3D software user who is new to Unity, or a beginner game developer who is interested in character animation and interaction, this book is ideal for you. Some experience with either the Unity interface or basic 3D coordinate...

Real-time 3D Character Animation with Visual C++

Do you have some experience and a reasonable knowledge of C++ and want to write your own computer games? Have you ever looked at a PC or Playstation (R) game with characters running and leaping through an exciting landscape and wondered how it was done? If so then this book will give you all the information you need to achieve this goal, whether you are a hobby programmer, student or even a professional wanting to add that third dimension to your website. Nik Lever takes you through the journey f...

Animation Methods - Rigging Made Easy: Rig your first 3D Character in Maya

A beginners guide to rigging your first 3D Character in Maya. This book will explain the rigging process without the nerdy technical words that have made it difficult for you to learn. You'll finally be able to understand rigging in a way you've been waiting for. Rigging made Easy! Turn that model into a moving character with life and personality. This book will walk you step-by-step with pictures, videos, and files found at www.AnimationMethods.com.

Lightwave 3D 8 Cartoon Character Creation: Volume 2 Rigging & Animation (Wordware Game and Graphics Library)

Companion CD includes new plug-ins to enhance character setup and animation, available only in this book! Quality rigging and animation preparation is vital for creating characters that can truly act and make an audience believe they are live, emotive beings. LightWave 3D [8] Cartoon Character Creation - Volume 2: Rigging & Animation includes both general theory and comprehensive tutorials for every aspect of rigging and animating 3D characters. Learn how, why, and when to use the most efficient...

Elemental Magic, Volume II: The Technique of Special Effects Animation (Animation Masters Title)

Design beautiful, professional-level animated effects with these detailed step-by-step tutorials from former Disney animator and animated effects expert Joseph Gilland. Filled with beautiful, full-color artwork, ElementalMagic, Volume II,breaks down the animated effect process from beginning to end-including booming explosions, gusting winds, magical incantations, and raging fires. He also breaks down the process of effects "clean-up," as well as timing and frame rates. The companion website incl...
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